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Abstract1
A fault-tolerant adaptive wormhole routing function for Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) is presented. The
novelty of this routing logic is that it is capable of using runtime information on availability of links to dynamically bypass faulty channels. When faults occur, no offline reconfiguration or dropping of packets is
necessary. Instead, dynamic routes are suggested on-the-fly. Routing decisions are based only on local
knowledge, which allows for fast switching. Our approach does not use any costly virtual channels. As we
do not prohibit cyclic dependencies, the routing function provides minimal routing from source to destination even in the presence of faults. We have implemented the architecture design using synthesizable
HDL. Using simulations, we have assessed the overhead of our approach in terms of latency, power and
area. On average, even with 40% of the links faulty our routing logic is capable performing correctly. Using formal verification, we have proven 100% reliability up to three faults, i.e., for any combination of three
faults our routing logic remains connected, deadlock-free and livelock-free.
Index Terms: Network communications, Fault Tolerance, Deadlocks, Routing protocols, Mechanical
Verification

I. Introduction
Designs built using deep sub-micron technologies will contain fabrication errors. Modern NoCs will
contain a number of broken communication channels
between routers. Moreover, designs built with such
technologies are sensitive to transient faults due to,
e.g., Gaussian noise or particle emissions [1]. During
runtime, the availability of links between routers will
be dynamic. Fault-tolerant NoC architectures are necessary to tackle both static and transient faults.
Performance of fault-tolerant NoCs should degrade minimally. Power, latency, and area budgets are
limited. Popular approaches for fault-tolerant routing
require offline reconfiguration of the routing function
or updating routing tables. In contrast, using BuiltIn-Self-Test (BIST) mechanisms availability of links is
known at runtime, i.e., while the chip is online. Routing functions fully exploiting such mechanisms can dynamically reroute around faults. This way, they achieve
100% reliability even in presence of multiple faults.
Offline reconfiguration is never required and no packets are dropped. They are tolerant to both static and
transient errors.
Journal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53

Designing a routing function that incorporates
dynamic information on links’ status in its routing
decisions is a major challenge. Dynamically rerouting
packets around faults quickly introduces livelocks or
deadlocks. A combination of faults may easily be the
cause of a packet being unable to reach its destination.
The number of different combinations of faults grows
exponentially, meaning that even in small networks
there are huge amounts of obscure corner cases which
have to be considered.
This paper presents the design of a dynamic
fault-tolerant routing function in a complicated network architecture. The routing logic is deadlock-free,
livelock-free and completely connected. The overhead
of achieving fault-tolerance is minimal. The route
lengths increase minimally as longer routes are supplied only when forced by faults. The routing logic becomes more complex yielding a lower clock frequency.
Still, this decrease is not significant when compared to
static reconfiguring. The same holds for overhead in
terms of power and area.
To deal with the explosion of cases that is to
be considered while designing such dynamic routing
logic, we have applied formal methods. We have used
43
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a tool analyzing routing logic exhaustively for all combinations of faults1. During the design of our routing
function, this yielded various deadlocks, livelocks and
disconnections which had to be taken care of. Our routing logic has been proven correct in all 496,627,680
configurations of a 12×12 mesh in which three channels are faulty. In other words, formal verification has
been applied for worst-case analysis, i.e., to assess 100%
reliability for any combination of three faults.
We implemented our architecture in synthesizable logic using the HDL Verilog language. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of our architecture. They demonstrate that when faults occur, the
increase in latency is negligible. Without faults, latency
even decreases with respect to the original design. The
cost of our approach in terms of area and power are
respectively 7% and 3.4%. Also, the experimental results show that on average our architecture behaves
correctly, i.e., without deadlocks or livelocks, when up
to 40% of the channels are broken.
In the next section, we compare our approach
to related work. We present details on the routing logic
and its design methodology on the DMesh architecture
in Section 3. Experimental results including packet latency, power consumption, and area requirements are
given in Section IV. Section V presents details on the
effort of formal verification used to obtain the routing
logic. We conclude in Section VI.
II. Related Work
A common approach to fault-tolerant routing is
to reconfigure the routing tables when a fault occurs [4,
19]. Blaauw et al. reconfigure the routing tables in an
offline process [7]. They achieve 99.99% reliability on
average when 10% of the interconnect links have failed.
Another way using offline mechanism is to seek possible paths between nodes in case of faults and then find
a proper path to route packets [16]. Nordbotten et al.
propose a fault-tolerant routing methodology that uses
intermediate nodes to route around faults [13]. Their
approach requires that all processes are stopped and a
management application is run to handle the fault when
detected. They deal with deadlocks by adding extra virtual channels. The major drawback of reconfiguration is
that it degrades performance [13].
Another approach consists of adding virtual
channels [10, 3]. Duato provides a theory which determines the number of virtual channels required for
deadlock freedom [6]. In Section 3.1 we discuss the
drawbacks of virtual channels. Virtual channels however have a high area cost and require complex arbitration logic. Also, one faulty physical channel affects
multiple virtual channels.

A common approach in designing deadlock-free
routing functions is restricting the set of possible turns
in a 2D mesh [8, 18, 11]. This prevents deadlock, by
eliminating all cyclic dependencies [5]. Limiting the
turns in the routing logic to prevent cycles restricts
possible routes towards a destination and may increase
latency as routes may become longer.
In contrast, our routing logic does not need reconfiguration when a fault occurs. We prove worst-case
fault tolerance, i.e., 100% reliability is ensured. We
make no use of virtual channels. We do not statically
prohibit any turns.
With the exception of [19], deadlock freedom
is assessed by simulations or manual analysis. In [19],
the tool ODI is used to establish deadlock freedom of
their design in all configurations with 1 fault in a 10x10
mesh. We estimate that the total number of configurations checked amounts to 800. We analyze our routing
logic in all the configurations with 2 faults in a 20x20
mesh. This amounts to checking 2,878,800 configurations. We prove livelock freedom and connectedness as
well. Finally, the deadlock detection algorithm used in
our tool has been formally proven correct.
III. Architecture and Routing
We have adopted the Diagonal Mesh architecture (DMesh) described in [17]. First, we introduce
the original NoC architecture. Then we modify the
initial routing logic to design a fault-tolerant routing
function.
A. Network-on-chip platform
The DMesh NoC system consists of a two dimensional mesh of nodes. Each node maps a Processing Element (PE) to a router. Packet transfer between
the PEs and the router occurs via three ports int, intE
and intW. The first port sends packets from the network to the PE, whereas the latter two transmit packets
from the PE into the network (respectively east- and
westbound). The routers are connected through physical links, which will be referred to as channels. Horizontally, there is one eastern and one western channel
between two adjacent routers. Vertically, there are two
northern and two southern channels. The DMesh architecture adds diagonal channels.
The DMesh design can be viewed as two subnetworks where Subnetwork 1 transports eastbound
traffic and Subnetwork 2 transports westbound traffic. Fig. 1 illustrates connections between routers.
East- and westbound traffic are separated in the two
different subnetworks, thereby eliminating any circular
dependency.

1 The source code of the tool and the model of the routing logic described in this
paper are available online.
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Figure 1. DMesh Network topology.

Virtual channels (VCs) are not required. Virtual
channels require extra buffering and complex arbitration circuits as well as additional control signals to keep
track of the VCs’ buffer status. This extra overhead
may increase timing requirements and add additional
stage cycles. Buffers and complex arbitration circuits
are vulnerable to permanent/transit faults where failure in these components results in the loss of the link.
Also, one faulty physical channel affects multiple virtual
channels. The use of double physical vertical links eliminates the complexity of VCs and simplifies the arbitration circuit. The cost of this addition compensates the
cost of VC buffers and its control circuits [2].
Each packet consists of a header flit followed by
body flits. The flits are 64-bit wide. The header flit contains the coordinates of the destination, the coordinates
of the source, the number of body flits, and the packet
number (see Fig. 2). The latter is used by a higher level
network layer to handle out-of-order arrival of packets.
Only the first is used by the routing logic, i.e., routing
is distributed and memoryless.
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Figure 3. DMesh router, where the bold arrows denote physical links
between the subnetworks used for fault-tolerant routing.

completed. After that, the output port is released for
other packets.
Fig. 4 shows a detailed block diagram of a subrouter. Highlighted is the HPU that is connected to
the the western in-port. The east-bound traffic in this
port is directed to the north, east, or south arbiters of
Subnetwork 1. These requests are denoted with W_
to_N1_req, W_to_E_req, and W_to_S1_req. Traffic can
also be directed to the local arbiter connected to the
processing node.

0
Packet N°.

Figure 2. NoC Header Flit Format

Fig. 3 shows the design of a router. In addition to the three ports used for communication with
the local PE, each router has ports for each incoming
channel. The router is divided into two subrouters, one
for each subnetwork. For example, the western in-port
contains traffic that is going in the eastern direction.
Therefore it is connected to the subrouter belonging to
Subnetwork 1.
In a subrouter, each incoming channel is connected to a Header Processing Unit (HPU) which can
receive a header flit, process the destination address and
send out a request to the proper output ports. There is
one HPU per incoming channel. The arbiters of the
output ports grant one of the requests from the HPUs
and reserve the output port until a packet transfer is
Journal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53

Figure 4. Header Processing Unit, where the bold links are used to
switch to the other subnetwork for fault-tolerant routing.

B. Routing Logic
The routing logic is contained in the HPU structures. Fig. 4 shows the HPU that is connected to the
western in-port. We show the details of the routing
logic for this HPU, other HPUs are similar.
The DMesh routing logic is a quasi-minimal
routing logic. It supplies routes that are either minimal,
or minimal without using diagonal channels. A minimal routing logic would overuse the diagonal channels.
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This causes severe congestion on diagonal channels
whereas vertical and horizontal links are under used.
Algorithm 1 shows pseudo code for the routing
logic of the DMesh. We only depict the routing logic
for traffic in Subnetwork 1, as the routing logic in Subnetwork 2 is similar. It uses the current location (cx,cy)
of the packet, i.e., the coordinates of the current router.
The destination of the packet can be accessed through
(dx,dy). A request to an arbiter is performed by setting
the corresponding request bit to 1, i.e., the statement
“W_to_S1_req=1” requests the southern channel of
Subnetwork 1 of the current router. The routing logic
straightforwardly supplies all quasi-minimal routes.

When more than one channel is requested, the
router will choose the path with less congestion according to buffer information. As there are generally many
routes from source to destination, this leads to better
performance and resource utilization.

rithm 1), the logic is incremented step-by-step with
case distinctions to handle faults. Each adaptation is
designed with the following intuition:
1.
2.

If there are no faulty channels, always supply all
quasi-minimal routes.
If there are faulty channels, take all quasi-minimal routes around these faulty channels that do
not cause deadlock or livelock.

Such a logic restricts routes only when they are
the cause of deadlock or livelock. If there are no faults,
the routing logic equals the initial quasi-minimal adaptive routing logic.
The initial routing logic can already handle many
faults, as adaptive routing may supply alternative paths
to reach a destination. In some cases, the quasi-minimal
routing does not provide a route towards the destination as all possible next hops are faulty. Two approaches
can make the routing logic fault-tolerant: either more
paths must be supplied or the routing logic must prevent routing towards an area where the destination is
no longer reachable.
We start with a 3×4 DMesh with the routing
logic depicted in Algorithm 1. Fig. 5 shows a scenario
in which routing is disconnected, i.e., some message has
no way to reach its destination. When channel [0,0,E]
is faulty, no paths are supplied for a packet injected at
[0,0] destined for [1,0]. The routing logic has to be
modified to deal with this case. The case distinction
that applies here is Line 11 from Algorithm 1, i.e., the
packet is east-bound in its destination row. The body of
this case distinction will be modified.

C. Fault-tolerant Extensions
To support fault-tolerant routing, some modifications of the original design are needed. Information
on faulty links is passed between routers through wires.
We assume that the NoC architecture is equipped with
Design For Test technology as in [14, 9]. These BuiltIn-Self-Test (BIST) mechanisms detect faults in links
and switches and update the links’ status information
accordingly.
Between two subrouters, physical links are
added to move a packet between the two subnetworks
(see Fig. 3). A fifth outgoing link W_to_SUB2_req is
added to the HPU (see Fig. 4) to request a switch from
Subnetwork 1 to Subnetwork 2. Note that the HPU
depicted in Fig. 4 is the HPU for eastbound traffic, and
is part of Subnetwork 1. No switch to Subnetwork 1
is required. The HPU is also expanded to evaluate the
links’ status and to find a proper output port to direct
the packet towards its destination.
Our purpose is to design a routing logic that is
worst-case fault-tolerant up to three faulty channels.
Starting with quasi-minimal routing logic (see Algo46

Figure 5. Disconnected routing function with one fault

First, we need a function representing the BIST
mechanism. Function ∃(d) returns 1 if and only if the
channel indicated by direction d exists and is non-faulty.
For example, at router (0,1) function ∃(N1) will return 1 if and only if the north channel of Subnetwork 1
from [0,1] to [0,0] is non-faulty. At router (0,0), function ∃(N1,N1) will return 0, as (0,0) has no northern
channels. We keep track of the number of requests in
variable #req. This variable is initially zero and is inJournal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53
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cremented each time a statement of the type W_to_x_
req= 1; occurs.
Line 12 of Algorithm 1 must be replaced with
logic that routes a packet around the faulty horizontal channel. Algorithm 2 shows new pseudo code for
case E. In case the horizontal channel is non-faulty, this
channel is used (Line 2). Otherwise, a diagonal channel
is preferred as this causes the minimal increase in route
length (Lines 5 and 7). However, since our objective is
to be fault-tolerant to any combination of three faults,
it might be the case that the only option is the use of
a vertical channel. Consider the scenario depicted in
Fig. 5, with an additional fault in channel [0,0,SE]. As
the packet is at the northern border and the faults occur in the left-upper corner, no routes to the north can
be taken. When both channels [0,0,E] and [0,0,SE] are
faulty, the packet has to move south vertically. Lines 9
and 11 deal with these cases, assuming it is possible to
stay in Subnetwork 1. Finally, if there is no other option, a switch to Subnetwork 2 is requested (Lines 13
and 15).

routing becomes connected for any pair of source and
destination. At this point, the routing logic is connected, but causes livelocks and deadlocks. Algorithm 3
shows the final pseudo code. We detail how this code
has been obtained.
A livelock scenario that occurs with the current
version of the routing logic is depicted in Fig. 7. Channels [0,0,E] and [0,0,SE] are faulty. A packet is injected
in [0,1] with destination [1,0]. It can take three routes,
namely north, north-east, or east. If it goes north to
[0,0], it will have no way to reach its destination other
than making a 180 turn back to [0,1]. This causes a
livelock. Note that these types of livelock only occur at
the border of the mesh. If the network in Fig. 7 would
have an additional row above the depicted three, then
the packet would have used channel [0,0,NE] to advance towards its destination. Because [0,0] is at the
top of the mesh, no such channel exists and the routing
logic is forced to switch between subnetwork and route
a packet from north to south.

Figure 7. Livelock occurring with two faults

This livelock is prevented by adding the following restrictions to the routing logic: a packet is not
routed vertically towards a border node unless it is in
its destination column. This change corresponds to
the addition of conjunct dy>cy+2 to Line 4 of Algorithm 3. Fig. 8 shows the result of these restrictions. A
packet injected in [0,1] with destination [1,0] can now
be routed north-east and east, but not north. Consequently, livelock scenarios in which a packet reaches the
border of the mesh and can no longer reach its destination without making a 180 turn are now prevented.
Figure 6. New routes supplied by routing logic in Algorithm 2

Fig. 6 shows new routes supplied by this adaptation of the routing logic. With one fault, the new minimal routes uses only one hop extra due to the use of
the diagonal channel. If this channel is faulty as well,
it requires three hops to travel from [0,0] to [0,1]. All
routes remain quasi-minimal.
In the new routing logic similar scenarios exist
where the routing logic is disconnected. Various routing capabilities are added based on these scenarios until
Journal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53

Figure 8. Livelock prevention by restricting routers
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Figure 9. Deadlock occurring with three faults

At this stage, all livelocks are prevented, i.e., the
network is livelock-free. However, a deadlock is still
possible (see Fig. 9).
The faulty channels are [1,0,S1], [2,1,N1] and
[2,1,N2]. In this combination of faulty channels messages in Column 2 headed for node [2,0] have to be routed
around the two faults, i.e., they have to leave their column. Three worms are stuck in a circular wait. Worm A
occupies Subnetwork 1 and is destined for [2,0]. It has
been routed eastwards to node [2,1]. Since both northern channels are faulty, it has to take a route around it and
is routed north-east. At node [3,0] is switches to Subnetwork 2 as it has to be routed westwards. There worm B,
destined for [1,1], occupies the western going channels.
Worm B occupies channels in Subnetwork 1. However,
since its desired channel [1,0,S1] is faulty, it has to switch
to Subnetwork 2 to use channel [1,0,S2]. Worm C occupies this channel, i.e., the only available southern going
channel from [1,0]. A circular wait is completed and no
worm has alternative routes towards its destination.
The deadlock is caused by Worm C which occupies the only non-faulty southern going channel between [1,0] and [1,1]. A solution is to route Worm
C south only when both southern channels are available. This justifies the conjunct (S2) of Line 4 in Algorithm 3. Without this addition, the routing logic
causes deadlocks.
Algorithm 3 shows the routing logic that has
been obtained. In a 4×3 mesh, this routing logic is
able to correctly route any packet to any destination,
regardless of any combination of three faults. It will
never cause any livelock and it is deadlock-free.
However, in a 4×4 mesh, a livelock occurs (see
Fig. 10a). The faulty channels are [0,2,NE], [0,2,E]
and [0,2,SE]. A message with destination [1,2] is injected at node [0,0]. This message has many routes
towards its destination. One of them leads it south towards [0,2]. At this point, all channels directly leading
to [1,2] are faulty.
At node [0,2], the worm has to be routed
around, e.g., by going south to [0,3] and then east
(see Fig. 10b). At node [0,3], however, the route back
north is not restricted and the worm makes a 180 turn.
This yields a livelock, which is prevented by adding the
requirement that p∉{N1,N2} to Line 4.
48

Figure 10. Livelock in meshes larger than 4 x 3

IV. eXPerImentAl results
A. Packet Latency
The proposed fault-tolerant architecture design
is realized and implemented in HDL Verilog language.
In order to create a DMesh NoC, routers are connected
together to form a 4x4 or an 8x8 mesh. Synthetic packets generators are used to generate packets and their
destinations in the NoC system. Packets are injected
into the network by PEs. We experimented with the
NoC systems by using different traffic patterns with
different faults scenarios to measure the performance
of the NoC system. To evaluate the performance of the
Journal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53
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design, the traffic for each link is profiled. Those links
that have high traffic were chosen to be faulty. We evaluate the performance when one, two and three hotspot
links become faulty. For random traffic, the middle
horizontal links have the highest traffic amount. However, compared to the original NePA design, hotspot
links are more distributed among diagonal links. In
the original non fault-tolerant NoC system failure of
these links results in the worst packet loss and therefore breaking these links will result in the most packets
rerouting.
Fig. 11 shows the average packet latency for a
4x4 mesh and 8x8 mesh for the random traffic pattern.
The average latency is negligibly increased in the faulttolerant DMesh NoC even if some packet rerouting
happen. Thanks to these diagonal links that can maintain the number of hops between source and destination of packets. Fig. 11 shows the latency when the
input buffers at each PE is bounded and the PE stops
sending more packets to the NoC. The average delay
saturated when the injection rate is 0.75 and 0.60 flit/
node/cycle in 4x4 and 8x8 mesh respectively. Fig. 12
shows the packet average latency when such a large
number of links become failed. While the NoC system

is still functionally working and packets are delivered
to their final destination, the performance is degraded
by a huge amount of packet rerouting which affects the
performance. Nevertheless, the overhead in average latency is relatively low while providing higher reliability.
On the other hand, when the input buffer for
each injection PE is infinite, the average latency becomes stable at lower injection rate. However, the average latency increases when the NoC becomes fully
utilized. Nevertheless, the proposed routing algorithms
perform efficiently and do not influence the delay behavior in case of one, two and three faulty links scenarios. Fig. 13 shows the average latency for non blocking
traffic for 4x4 and 8x8 DMesh NoC.
Other synthetic traffic patterns such as Matrix
transpose, Bits’ Complement and Bits Reversed are
used to evaluate the performance of the fault tolerance
NoC systems. Fig. 14, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show the
average latency for a 4x4 Mesh NoC for different generated traffic. Again the packet average latency does not
increase for one, two and three faults. For 40% links
failure the NoC system is still performing in low traffic
load, however, it saturates at lower packet injection rate
compared to no faults configuration.

Figure 11. Average packet latency for 4x4 and 8x8 mesh for blocking traffic

Figure 12. Average packet latency for 4x4 and 8x8 mesh for blocking traffic (40% links failure)

Journal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53
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Figure 14. Average packet latency for 4x4 mesh - Matrix Transpose
traffic
Figure 13. Average packet latency for 4x4 and 8x8 mesh for nonblocking traffic

Figure 15. Average packet latency for 4x4 mesh - Bits Complement
traffic
50

Figure 16. Average packet latency for 4x4 mesh - Bits Reverse traffic
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B. Power and Area
To support fault-tolerant routing the DMesh
NoC design requires some modifications to the original design. The links’ status of surrounding ones are
acquired and also passed to the neighbor routers. These
signals are passed between routers through physical status wires. There is a need for a communication between
the two subrouters to route packets between the two
subnetworks. Two physical links are added between
these subrouters to allow packets to transfer between
the two subnetworks. These links also require arbitration multiplexing circuits. In addition, the expanded
routing algorithms that check faulty links and decide
where to route packet to alternative paths impose extra hardware. Synopsys Tools are used to synthesize the
hardware design under 65nm technology. The router
power parameter is obtained and shown in Table 1.
The input buffer size for input ports is set to occupy 8
flits. As shown in Table 1, compared to the original non
fault-tolerant design the area and power measurements
of the new router increase as a result of the extra logic.
The routing logics which are not significant parts of the
total routing design do increase due the evaluation of
the link status and find different routes. Table 2 shows
the routing decision logics hardware cost of the new
router. This overhead is a factor of thousandth of the
total route design and does not influence the total area
and power. Moreover, it is not part of the critical path
of router timing.
table I. Power and Delay
Power and Area of the Router(65nm)
Original Router
Fault-Tolerant
Router
Operating voltage
1.0 V
1.0 V
Operating frequency
909.09 MHz
909.09 MHz
Area
188443.14 µ
201558.604 µ
Dynamic power
61.8234 mW
63.7145 mW
Leakage power
1094.7 µW
1120.5 µW
table II. Routing Logic Complexity
Power and Area of Routing Logics (65nm)
Original Logic

Fault-Tolerant
Logic
1.0 V

Operating voltage

1.0 V

Operating frequency

2.5 GHz

1.3 GHz

Area

36.720 µ

149.400 µ

Dynamic power

1.1458 µW

5.8753 µW

Leakage power

116.3521 nW

502.8936 nW

V. FormAl VerIFIcAtIon
In [15], a formally verified algorithm is presented to detect deadlocks in interconnection networks.
Given a topology and the routing logic, this algorithm
Journal of Integrated Circuits and Systems 2013; v.8 / n.1:43-53

decides a necessary and sufficient condition for deadlock freedom. Subsequently, it minimizes the deadlock,
ensuring that feedback is readable. This algorithm has
been incorporated in the tool DCI2 (for: Deadlock
Checker In Designs of Communication Interconnects).
Besides detecting deadlocks, DCI2 checks whether
routing is connected and searches for livelocks. The
tool DCI2 has been crucial while designing the routing logic. The various live- and deadlocks presented in
Section 3 were found by DCI2. The deadlock detection
algorithm in DCI2 has mechanically been proven correct using the ACL2 theorem prover [12].
We shortly address the condition for deadlock
checked by DCI2. In wormhole networks, packets occupy paths of channels in the network. A path that can
be occupied by a packet destined for d will be called
a d-path. Since flits in the tail follow the header flit,
blockage of a packet depends solely on the header flit.
The central idea of the condition is that a header flit
must always have an escape. An escape is a next hop supplied by the routing function for the destination of the
packet. The escape must be available, i.e., non-faulty
and not occupied by other packets.

Figure 17. Wormhole configurations

Consider the first configuration in Fig. 17.
Three packets occupy three paths of channels. For each
path, the head of the path cannot escape as the routing function does not supply next hops that are not
included in the set of paths. There exists a set of paths
without an escape, which corresponds to the existence
of a deadlock. In the second configuration, the header
flit of packet A is supplied two possible next hops for
its destination. As one of them is not included in the set
of paths, the header flit can move towards this escape
and resolve the deadlock. The set of next hops has an
escape and is therefore not a deadlock. The condition
states that a wormhole network is deadlock-free if and
only if for any pairwise disjoint set of d-paths there exists an escape.
Results
First, we have applied DCI2 to find out how well
the original routing logic (see Algorithm 1) behaves
when faults occur. Table 3 shows the results. The initial
routing logic is deadlock- and livelock-free. However,
many scenarios exist in which it is not capable of delivering messages to their desired destination. For a 4×3
mesh, 23% of the three-fault configurations result in
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routing logic that is disconnected. The larger the mesh,
the less this percentage becomes. In contrast, the faulttolerant routing logic (see Algorithm 3) is connected,
deadlock-free and livelock-free for any mesh of size
greater than or equal to 4×3.
Table III. Disconnections in original routing logic with three faults
Mesh

Number of configs

Disconnected

4×3
4×4
5×5
6×6
7×7

280,840
669,920
2,573,000
7,711,320
19,488,280

23%
18%
15%
13%
12%

We have run the tool on meshes of different sizes (see Table 4). These results have been obtained on a
cluster of about 40 multi-core machines, each with dynamic availability of computing power. The estimated
number of cores used on average is about 400 to 500.
For each mesh, the routing function is proven
deadlock-free, livelock-free, connected and correct in
all faulty configurations.
Table IV. Results with 3 faults
Mesh
5×5
6×6
7×7
8×8
9×9

Number of configs
2,573,000
7,711,320
19,488,280
43,486,080
88,245,720

Time (hh:mm:ss)
00:00:28
00:02:16
00:14:04
01:04:28
03:17:25

10×10
11×11
12×12

166,167,000
294,528,520
496,627,680

09:16:39
23:15:49
83:07:53

Finally, we have also run DCI2 on a 4×3 mesh
with more than three faults. We let the tool assemble
quantitative information (see Table 5). As the number
of faults increases, cases arise where the routing logic
is not able to reroute packets to their destination. For
example, if four channels can be faulty, configurations
arise in which one of the four corner nodes are separated from the rest of the mesh making it impossible
for any message injected at such a node to be routed
towards its destination. Table 5 shows that more faults
indeed induce more deadlocks and more disconnections. However, the percentage remains negligible.
Note that these results hold for a relatively small (4×3)
mesh. In larger meshes, we expect the percentages to
be lower, as there will be more faults which do not
interact with each other.

VI. Conclusion
We presented a novel fault-tolerant routing
function for the Diagonal Mesh NoC architecture.
Our routing function does not use virtual channels,
needs no offline reconfiguration and does not drop any
packet when faults occur. In contrast, it use runtime
link statuses to dynamically bypass faults. It provides
minimal adaptive routing and is highly optimized to
minimize area.
Experimental results obtained by an implementation of the routing logic in synthesizable HDL show
that the increase in latency when faults occur is negligible. The overhead in terms of area is only 7% and
overhead in terms over power is very minor. Due to
the fact that the routing logic has been heavily optimized (e.g., only local information is required to determine the routing decisions) there is no overhead in
operating frequency. This result heavily depends on the
fact that the Diagonal Mesh has more channels than a
regular mesh and therefore the routing logic can easilier be made fault-tolerant.
The routing function has been formally proven
deadlock-free, livelock-free, and connected for meshes
greater than 4×3. For example, it has has been proven correct for all of the 496,627,680 three-fault configurations in an 12×12 mesh. The use of DCI2, a
formally verified deadlock detection tool, played an
important role in the construction of this function.
The counter-examples given by the tool to previous attempts provided useful feedback leading us to a correct
solution. The formal aspect of the tool ensured that
our optimizations are correct.
In the future, we expect to use formal verification of deadlock and livelock freedom to provide routing algorithms for different fault-tolerant NoC architectures. We are aiming to support fault tolerance for
the topology for wireless NoCs, and 3D NoC architectures.
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Table V. Results with more than 3 faults in 4×3 mesh
#Faults

Number of configs

4

8,214,570

Deadlocks
0.0014%

Disconnected
0.00029%

5

190,578,024

0.0070%

0.0015%
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